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A FIXED POINT THEOREM IN METRICALLY 

CONVEX METRIC SPACES 

By J. Achari+ and J. J. RiveraH 

o. Introduction 

In a recent paper Maiti et a1 [4J proved the following theorm. 

THEOREM A. Let (x, (0) be a complete metric space. Given αn e> 0 there exists 

a δ>Osμch that the maþpùtg 1: x -,X satis)당:'es the cond z"tion 

(1) e드max {.o (x. y) , p(x.fx) , ρ(y.fy)} <e+δ二각.o(fx.fy)<e 

for x , yEX. Also let the IU lZctioilal F(x) = p(x,fx) z's lower semi-contz"1zuous. 

Then 1 has a unique lixed point. 

It is worthwhi1e to remark that theorem A is more genera1 than weak1y 

uniform1y strict contraction of Meir and Kee1er [3J (which is va1id on1y for 

continuous mapping). We give an example to illustrate this fact. 

EXAMPLE. Let X = [0, 7] and the function 1 is defined by 

2 
,.. x if 0<x<6 

I(x)=i '-> 
-2x+14 if 6<x드7 

In this case the theorem of Meir and Kee1er [3J is not satisfied since 1 is 

discontinuous at x=6, but theorem A is satisfied. 

The chief aim of the present note is to prove a new fixed point theorem for 

mappings satisfying (1) in metrically convex metrix spaces. This resu1t further 

genera1izes the resu1t of Assad [1]. 

1. Fixed point theorem 

THEOREM 1. Lεt (X,.o) be a complete, ’netrically C01Zvex ηtetric space and M 

a non-em양ty closed subset 01 X. Let 1: M • M satz"slies (1) and IxEM lor every 

xεδM(δM denotes the bo!μtdary 01 M). Also let (ii) zf xεδM， yεM， zEM, 

fz종M then p(x, y)<p(/z, y). Further zf the lunctional F(x)= ρ(x，fx) is lower 

semz'-continuoμs， then 1 has a uniqμe lixed point. 
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PROOF. We construct a sequence {x ,,} in M as follows: let Xo be an arbitrary 

point in M. Let x' 1 =!(XO)' If X1'εM， then set X1 =X/, otherwise we choose 

-x 1EδM so that p(XO' X1) + p(X1' X1') = p(XO' x' 1) (cf. [2]). Suppose that {깐}， 

{X' i }, z" = 1, 2, …, N have been so chosen that 

(a) Xi’ =f(xi-I) , i= 1, 2, · · · , N 

(b) either xi=x'iεM or 전 εδM and satisfies the relation 

P(Xi _ 1, x)+pCx ‘’ :C'i) =p(xi- l' x'i)' 

Now let x'N+1=!(xN). If xN+1εM we put xN+1 =x’N+ l' otherwise we choose 

「 εδM so that N+1 

p(xN, X’N+l )=P(XN’ XN十 l)+P(XN+ 1' X’N+l)' 

.and hence by induction we are finished. 

If there exists xjε {X ,,} such that all of its iterates lie in M , Maiti et al [4] 

showed that this sequence of iterates converges to afixed point of !. Therefore 

we may assume that there exists infinitely many points 깐ε L꺼} for which Xi = 

x;. Let {x，사} be the subsequence of all such points in {x,t }, i. e. X까~X’ni. 

"\Ve assume that 

(2) 

:and 
(3) 

p(X". x ,,+l) • o as n-’∞ 

p(!X", X,,)• o as 11-)∞ 

To establish (2) and (3) we first show that 

(4) P(Xn,-l' x',)• o as k→∞ 

To prove (4) we use the fact that the inequality (1) implies 

pCfx. IY) <max {ρ (X.y) ， p(X， !x) , p(Y. !y)}. 

lf we put nk=p, 11k+1=q then it fo lIo\Vs from (4) that 

(5) p(xq一 l' x' q) =ρ(!(Xq_ 2) ，!(Xq_ 1)) 

<max {p(xq _ 2' Xq _ 1), p(xq _ 2' xq _ 1) , p(xq _ 1, X깅} 

<p(Xq _ 2' Xq_1) < ...... <p(xp' Xp+ 1)' 

Now by condition (ii) we have if Xp~x'p. then p(Xp' XP+1) <p(X'p' XP +l)~ AIso 

<:we have for Xp~X'p. p(Xp' XP+1) <p(Xp_ 1' x'p) , Because we have 

(6) p(xp' xp+ 1) <p(xP', XP+1) =ρ(f(XP_ 1)' !(xp)) 

<max{ρ(XP_ 1' xp), p(xP_ l' x'강 • p(xP' XP+1)} 
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<p(Xp_ l' Xp)+p(xp’ 
x씨 

=p(Xp_ l' X'~ 

‘ Putting the value of (6)in (5) we get 

p(Xq_ 1' Xq) <p(xp_ l' X’p). 

89 

He,nce the sequence {p(xn.-1' X'씨)} is decreasing. Suppose that p(xn.- l' X'짜)→ 

‘ ε>0 Then for all k=1 , 2, ...... 

p(Xn._ l' X' n) =max {p(xn.- 1' X' n)' p(xn.- l' l(xn._1)), p(x’n., /(x’ni))}>s. 

But the condition (1) implies that 

e드max {p(x, y) , p(x, Ix) , p(y， η)} <e+δ=::;p(/(x) ， I(y)) <e. 

We know that there exists an integer N such that for k는N 

p(xn._1, X'’t) = max {p(x,t._1' x'’“), p(x까-1'/(Xn.- 1)) ， p(x’n,'/(x' n))} <e+δ. 

:So if we let l1k =p, nk +1=q it follows from (6) that 

p(xp' xp+1) <p(xp_ 1' x’p)<~+δ. , · ’ -

AIso on the other hand ‘ 
e<p(xq_ 1, xψ <p(Xp' Xp+ 1). 

Therefore 

e<p(xp' xp+1) <ε+δ. 

It follows that 

p(Xq_1'X김 < ...... <p(xP+1' X’P+ 2) =p(f(x~'/(xp+ 1)) <e 

and this contradicts the assumption that for all k= 1, 2, ...... , P(xn,-l' x’까)>e. 

,1lence we have proved (4). Now we shall show that (2) follows from (4). 

Let (2) is not true, then there exists an e> 0 such that for every positive 

:integer N , there exists n르N such that ρ(Xn， xn+1)>e, but by (4) we know that 

.there exists a positive integer M such that for k능M， p(xn
‘
-1' X' n) <e. So let 

N=야 (for some k늘M). Clearly for all 11르N 

p(xn, xn+1) <------ <p(XN-lXyN) <e 

.. arid this is a contradiction. Hence (2) follows. A similar argument establishes 
,.(3). 

We shall now show that the sequence {xn} is Cauchy. Contruct a sequβnce 

펴Xn} such that xn=1 ’tx, xεM. AIso we note that condition (1) implies that 

(7) p(fx,/y) <max{p(x, y) , p(x,/x) , p(y， 力)}， X-FY, x， yεM 

Then from (7) we derive that P(x lI +1' xn+2) <p(xn, xn+1)' Hence p(xn' xκ+1) 
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dccreases with n and, because of(l), p(xn' Xn+1) • o as n→∞. N ext we shalL 

show that the sequence {x) is fundamental. If it is not, there exists an e>O 1 

such that lim SUp ρ(X 1I/' x n)>2e. Sincc ρ(Xn， Xn+1) • 0, there exists a positive 

integer N such that p(Xj ' Xj+ 1) <δ'/3 for j르N， where δ'=min (δ， e). Choose 

further two integers m, n> N so that .0 (x
lII

, X셔>2.s>e+ ò". This implies thatι 

there exists an integer k in [m, n] with 

(8) e+뽕<쩨， Xk) <e+δ/ 

Now from the triangle inequality we obtain 

(9) p(xη!’ 깐)드ρ(x，μ， x m+1)+ ,o(xm+1, Xk+ 1)+μXk+ 1' Xk) 

<δ'/3+e+δI깜e+똥二 

since max {ρ (X"" x k) , ,o(xm, x m+1) , ρ(xk， xk÷1)} =ρ(X"" X k)' Then (9) contradicts:‘ 

(8) and hence {xtZ} is fundamenta1 sequence- Let zt=1ilT1 Xa· Since F(x) is lower 
" semi-continuous, lim inf F(x，.)르F(u). But ρ(X"’ %- l] • o as n→∞ ; thus F(μ)=0시 

implying f(μ)=χ. Then μ is a fixed point of f and because of (7) , it is clearly 

ulllque. 

NOTE The above result is patterned after the result of Assad [1] with,! 

necessary modifications as required for the more general settings. 
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